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Eventually, you will enormously discover a additional experience and triumph by spending more cash. still when? get you admit that you require to get those every needs in the same way as having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something
that will lead you to comprehend even more with reference to the globe, experience, some places, later history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your very own epoch to law reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is Pdf Hell In Evangelist The below.
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23 MINUTES IN HELL
ONE MAN'S STORY ABOUT WHAT HE SAW, HEARD, AND FELT IN THAT PLACE OF TORMENT
Charisma Media New York Times Best Seller and Over 1 million copies sold! Over 750 5-Star reviews Wiese’s visit to the devil’s lair lasted just twenty-three minutes, but he returned with vivid details etched in his memory, capturing the attention of national media, including the Christian Broadcasting
Network, Daystar Television Network, Trinity Broadcasting Network, the Miracle Channel, Sid Roth’s It’s Supernatural!, Sean Hannity’s America, Charisma News, and many others. Awaken to the realities of hell, the afterlife and the urgency to live for Christ in your short time here on earth.. Bill Wiese
experienced something so horrifying it continues to captivate the world. He saw the searing ﬂames of hell, felt total isolation, smelled the putrid and rotting stench, heard deafening screams of agony, and experienced terrorizing demons. Finally the strong hand of God lifted him out of the pit. This
expanded anniversary edition includes more than 150 Bible verses referencing hell for further study. Also included is the new section, “Wrestling With the Big Questions” where Bill answers these and many others questions: Why do some people who have a near-death experience see a bright light? Will
those who never heard about Jesus go to hell? Is hell eternal, or are those in hell simply annihilated?

BAPTIZE BY BLAZING FIRE
DIVINE EXPOSE OF HEAVEN AND HELL
Charisma Media DIVBaptized by Blazing Fire is the ﬁrst in a series of volumes that share supernatural testimonies and accounts of divine visitations, demonic manifestations, healings, and being ﬁlled with the Holy Spirit./div

HEAVEN OR HELL
Whitaker House Will you enter a state of nothingness? Will you completely cease to exist? Will you be reincarnated? Will you go to purgatory? No, a million times no. The Bible clearly teaches that heaven and hell exist and that everyone will go to one or the other after death. Please read these pages to
make sure you go to heaven and escape an agonizing eternity in hell. If you are already a believer, this book will make both hell and heaven more real to you and help you ﬁnd the rest and joy God promised you.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN
AUTHORIZED KING JAMES VERSION
Canongate U.S. The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary ﬂowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest inﬂuence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers
introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its
overwhelming contemporary relevance.

HELL
Urim Books The Holy Spirit inspired Dr. Jaerock Lee to learn about the life after death and the miserable hell. He has compiled his messages and published Hell so that countless people may know about hell with clarity and accuracy. Many people today are curious about the life after death, but it is
impossible for us to obtain any answers with our limited capacities. This book is a vivid and comprehensive account of hell, which has been partially revealed to him in the Bible. Hell also encourages you to understand the love of God who wants all souls to receive salvation and keep alert in faith.

HELL'S BEST KEPT SECRET
Whitaker House How many souls have you won to Christ? How many are still walking with the Lord? All, some, a few? The facts are: Evangelical success is at an all-time low. We’re producing more backsliders than true converts. The fall-away rate—from large crusades to local churches—is between 80 to
90 percent. Why are so many unbelievers turning away from the message of the gospel? Doesn’t the Bible tell us how to bring sinners to true repentance? If so, where have we missed it? The answer may surprise you. One hundred years ago, Satan buried the crucial key needed to unlock the
unbeliever’s heart. Now Ray Comfort boldly breaks away from modern tradition and calls for a return to biblical evangelism. If you’re experiencing evangelical frustration over lost souls, unrepentant sinners, and backslidden “believers,” then look no further. This radical approach could be the missing
dimension needed to win our generation to Christ.

A DIVINE REVELATION OF HELL
Whitaker House Visions of Hell... In A Divine Revelation of Hell, over a period of thirty nights, God gave Mary K. Baxter visions of hell and commissioned her to tell people still alive on earth to reject sin and evil, and to choose life in Christ. Here is an account of the place and beings of hell contrasted with
the glories of heaven. Follow Mary in her supernatural journey as she enters with Jesus into a gateway to hell and encounters the sights, sounds, and smells of that dark place of torment, including its evil spirits, cells, pits, jaws, and heart. Be an eyewitness to the various punishments of lost souls and
hear their shocking stories. This book is a reminder that each of us needs to accept the miracle of salvation before it is too late—and to intercede for those who do not yet know Christ. Time is running out.

REVELATION
Canongate Books The ﬁnal book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an
introduction by Will Self.

QUESTIONING EVANGELISM, SECOND EDITION
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ENGAGING PEOPLE'S HEARTS THE WAY JESUS DID
Kregel Publications You don't need to memorize evangelical formulas or answers. You just have to be willing to ask. There was something diﬀerent about the way Jesus communicated with the lost: He didn't force answers upon people, He asked questions. So why don't we? Following Christ's lead, Randy
Newman has been using a questioning style of evangelism for decades. In this provocative book, he provides practical insights to help Christians engage others in meaningful spiritual conversations. He challenges us to examine how we think about people, their questions, and our crucial message. This
second edition includes a new preface reﬂecting on the popularity of this perennial best seller and what its success has taught Newman about the eﬀectiveness of this extraordinary method. "Distilled out of over twenty years of personal evangelism, this book reﬂects both a deep grasp of biblical
theology and a penetrating compassion for people--and ﬁnds a way forward in wise, probing questions. How very much like the Master Himself!" --D. A. Carson, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School "Questioning Evangelism steps outside the boundaries of evangelism as usual and tackles the tougher issues
of our modern day." --Mitch Glaser, Chosen People Ministries

IS HELL FOR REAL OR DOES EVERYONE GO TO HEAVEN?
Trusted Evangelical Bible teachers including Tim Keller, Al Mohler, and J.I. Packer unpack what the Bible says about hell and judgment. Is Hell for Real or Does Everyone Go to Heaven? answers some of today s toughest questions with deep biblical insights and an irenic tone. A perfect book for group
studies on the topic or for individuals looking for a quick way to better understand the discussion."

HELL UNDER FIRE
MODERN SCHOLARSHIP REINVENTS ETERNAL PUNISHMENT
Zondervan This book provides a biblical, systematic, and practical theology of hell. The contributors to this volume unite in aﬃrming the historic Christian doctrine regarding the ﬁnal destiny of the unsaved: They will suﬀer everlasting conscious punishment away from the joyous presence of God.

FROM THE BALL-ROOM TO HELL
This antidance treatise, written by an ex-dancing master, is devoted to condemning the waltz. Some of the chapter titles include "From the Ball-Room to the Grave," "Abandoned Women the Best Dancers," and "The Approval of Society is no Proof Against the Degradation."

REAL SALVATION
Whitaker House Discover why what you believe is so important. In Real Salvation, R. A. Torrey explores what God has revealed to us of the afterlife—heaven, hell, and eternity. Join him as he endeavors to answer many of the questions people still grapple with today, such as: What does it mean to be
saved? Who can be saved? What can we expect heaven and hell to be like? What are the characteristics of an eﬀective soulwinner? How can we ﬁnd true rest and joy? In this thought-provoking book, Torrey challenges readers, even those who have not yet decided what they believe, to wrestle with ageold questions of faith, redemption, and salvation. His lucid, cogent writing is sure to compel both Christians and non-Christians to seek the truth.

A JOURNEY TO HELL, HEAVEN, AND BACK
Destiny Image Publishers A Journey to Hell, Heaven, and Back In 1978, Ivan Tuttle was living a carefree life, going from one party to the next, from one high to anotherwhen his fun, free life was interrupted by a pain in his leg. Doctors told him he had a dangerous blood clot in his legbut Ivan didnt pay
much attention to that. He was 26 and felt ﬁne; blood clots were a problem for his grandfather, not him. Until the clock ran out. Ivan Tuttle suddenly found himself dragged down to hell for a horrifying lesson in the reality of eternity. He was spared and even saw Heaven before being sent back to earth
with quite a story to tell.

THE ROAD TO HELL
Most of Jesus' teaching on the uncomfortable subject of hell was addressed to his followers, yet it hardly features in sermons today. Challenging the modern alternatives of liberal universalism and evangelical 'annihilationism', David Pawson presents the traditional concept of endless torment as soundly
biblical, illustrating his argument with in-depth Scripture studies on controversial passages. Heaven is also a reality, he aﬃrms, but it is hell which is being overlooked.

UNSEEN
ANGELS, SATAN, HEAVEN, HELL, AND WINNING THE BATTLE FOR ETERNITY
Bethany House Publishers When Dr. Jack Graham was twenty years old, he got the phone call no one wants to receive. His father had been ruthlessly attacked, and it became clear to young Jack that invisible forces of evil were involved. He realized he needed to take the spiritual world more seriously,
because the real battles we face in life are between the powers of good and evil...literally the armies of heaven and hell. Through compelling stories, practical guidance, and biblical truth, Dr. Graham challenges popular opinions and persistent folklore about heaven and hell, good and evil, angels and
Satan. You will come away from this book enlightened about the supernatural world and encouraged that God can provide protection, provision, and power for whatever lies ahead. Each chapter includes questions for group discussion or individual reﬂection. Free online small-group curriculum is also
available. "We sometimes forget that the real powers in this world are spiritual rather than physical. I'm thrilled that in Unseen Jack Graham reminds us of the hidden battles we face and instills hope and assurance that believers will emerge victorious. I highly recommend this insightful, biblical, and very
personal book."--Mark Batterson, New York Times bestselling author, The Circle Maker "I was captivated by Unseen from start to ﬁnish. Dr. Graham has powerfully addressed some of the greatest questions and concerns of our day. We must all recognize that we are in a spiritual battle. This book will
help you to not only understand what is going on, but how God has equipped each and every one of us to live a victorious, overcoming Christian life as light in the midst of darkness. This book is a must-read for every Christian."--Christine Caine, founder, The A21 Campaign , bestselling author,
Undaunted "Jack Graham is a man of God who understands the spirit world. Our battle isn't against people. It's against Satan and demonic spirits. Jesus' conquest over those evil forces enables us to walk victoriously as we prayerfully put on God's armor and appropriate His Word. Unseen is a mandatory
manual for every spiritual warrior!"--Steve Gaines, PhD, senior pastor, Bellevue Baptist Church, Memphis, TN "What you see is not all there is. Unfortunately, too many people are losing battles they don't even know are being fought. In his timely book, Unseen, Dr. Jack Graham equips and empowers us
to ﬁght and win spiritual battles God's way. If you are longing for more spiritual power and understanding, read this book."--Craig Groeschel, senior pastor, LifeChurch.tv, author, Altar Ego: Becoming Who God Says You Are "The key word that comes to mind concerning Jack Graham's new book Unseen is
needed. There is a war in the heavenlies that touches this earth, but the good news is that we can win the war. Read, be instructed, embrace its truth, and win the battle."--Johnny Hunt, pastor, First Baptist Church, Woodstock, GA "Lift your eyes from the urgent and set your sights on eternity, where a
hundred years from today you will be alive and fully aware. Jack Graham calls us not just to ﬁnish the race to eternity, but to break the tape accelerating, and his insightful book Unseen tells us why and how!"--James MacDonald, senior pastor, Harvest Bible Chapel and author, Vertical Church "The
unseen aspects of the spiritual life are the most important and often most diﬃcult to understand. But our lack of understanding doesn't negate the reality. Jack Graham's words in Unseen will open your eyes to the spiritual battle that surrounds us. Allow Dr. Graham to lead you on a life-changing journey
into the unseen."--Gregg Matte, pastor, Houston's First Baptist Church, author, I AM Changes Who i Am "Pastor Jack Graham presents a tactical manual every Christ-follower needs for winning the spiritual conﬂict with unseen forces of evil."--Kerry Shook, founding pastor, Woodlands Church

FAITH: THE LINK WITH GOD'S POWER
Whitaker House God’s Gift to All Believers Some believe that simply having faith is an entitlement to blessing and prosperity. Others believe that faith in oneself is all that is needed in life. Still others contend that faith is a cosmic force that breeds superhuman, super-spiritual, invincible power. It is none
of these. Faith is not something requiring you to believe in what you know is not true, nor is it believing something for which there is no evidence. The Bible—a book all about faith—provides the evidence that makes faith so vital, so important, and so astounding. In Faith: The Link with God’s Power,
international evangelist Reinhard Bonnke draws from his years of personal study and vibrant ministry to reveal that… Faith is like a wiring system that carries power into our lives. Faith itself is not the power, but it links us to the power source. There is no link to God’s power without faith. Our belief in
what happens tomorrow stems from what we already experienced yesterday. It is not the size of your faith but the size of the God you believe in that determines the results. Reinhard Bonnke is more qualiﬁed than most to shed light on what it means to minister in the power of the Holy Spirit. He and his
CfaN team regularly conduct gospel crusades in Africa, where signs and wonders follow the preaching of the gospel. In one six-day crusade, more than 1,600,000 people attended a single service, with 3,450,000 making positive decisions for Christ over the course of the event. Indeed, these are days in
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which God’s people can abound in faith!

SOLDIERS FOR CHRIST - TEACHER'S MANUAL PDF
EPHESIANS
Zion Christian Publishers Dr. Brian Bailey presents this commentary on the epistle to the Ephesians, which beautifully portrays Christ as the warrior King, clothed with the armor of God. This same armor is available to us by His grace so that we too may be victorious over the enemy. It is the author’s
prayer that the readers might enter into these beautiful truths that we might be raised up to “sit together in heavenly places in Christ Jesus.” (2:6)

EVANGELISM
HOW TO SHARE THE GOSPEL FAITHFULLY
Thomas Nelson A clear, biblical theology of evangelism, presented with a historical foundation and practical instruction. Expand your MacArthur Pastor’s Library to include this much-needed topic. Evangelism begins by comparing the current state of outreach in American Christianity with evangelism
throughout church history and also in the Bible. Presenting a theology on the subject that addresses the theological principles that govern evangelism, showing how they are played out in the church, as well as the family and personal interaction. It includes preaching, one-on-one witnessing, missions,
parenting evangelism, and commissioning and supporting missionaries. This book's substantive and doctrinally insightful guide to biblical outreach complements the previous volumes Preaching, Biblical Counseling, and Pastoral Ministry.

MY TIME IN HEAVEN
Whitaker House Is there life after death? After a tragic accident, doctors pronounced Richard Sigmund legally dead. Eight hours later, God miraculously brought him back to life on the way to the morgue. During those hours, God allowed him to experience the glorious beauty, heavenly sounds, sweet
aromas, and boundless joys of heaven that await every believer. God then returned him back to earth with a mission to tell the world what he saw.You will thrill to Sigmund’s eyewitness accounts of strolling down heaven’s streets of gold, seeing angels playing with children, talking with Jesus, meeting
with people from the Bible, as well as departed family and friends, seeing the mansions, and much more! Through Sigmund’s testimony, God restored sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf, and even raised several people from the dead.Also, glimpse into the horrifying reality of “the other place”—a
place where no one wants to go.

TOP 10 REASONS WHY SOME PEOPLE GO TO HELL
AND THE ONE REASON NO ONE EVER HAS TO!
The premise of this book is based upon fundamental presuppositions that are not the result of internal philosophical musings, personal opinions, or speculative conjecture. Rather, they ﬂow from an external standard that serves as the only basis for beliefs, attitudes, and practices: the Bible. There is a
hell. There is a heaven. Not everyone goes to heaven. Some people go to hell. Place your faith in the One who paid your penalty and oﬀers to you the forgiveness of sins and the free gift of eternal life.

THE EVANGELICAL UNIVERSALIST
SECOND EDITION
Wipf and Stock Publishers -Can an orthodox Christian, committed to the historic faith of the church and the authority of the Bible, be a universalist? -Is it possible to believe that salvation is found only by grace, through faith in Christ, and yet to maintain that in the end all people will be saved? -Can one
believe passionately in mission if one does not think that anyone will be lost forever? -Could universalism be consistent with the teachings of the Bible? Gregory MacDonald argues that the answer is yes to all of these questions. Weaving together philosophical, theological, and biblical considerations,
MacDonald seeks to show that being a committed universalist is consistent with the central teachings of the biblical texts and of historic Christian theology. This second edition contains a new preface providing the backstory of the book, two extensive new appendices, a study guide, and a Scripture
index.

THE BOY WHO CAME BACK FROM HEAVEN
A True Story A Remarkable Account of Miracles Angels, and Life beyond this World AN ACCIDENT, A MIRACLE , and a SUPERNATURAL ENCOUNTER that will give you new insights on Heaven, angels, and hearing the voice of God. In 2004, Kevin Malarkey and his six-year-old son, Alex, suﬀered a terrible
car wreck. The impact from the crash paralyzed Alex – and it seemed impossible that he could survive. When Alex awoke from a coma two months later, he had an incredible story to share. Of events at the accident scene and in the hospital while he was unconscious. Of the unearthly music that
sounded just terrible to a six-year-old. Of the angels who took him through the gates of Heaven itself. And, most amazing of all . . . of meeting and talking to Jesus. The Boy Who Came Back from Heaven is the true story of an ordinary boy’s most extraordinary journey. As you see Heaven and earth
through Alex’s eyes, you’ll come away with new insights on miracles, life beyond this world, and the power of a father’s love.

TELL THEM
120 REASONS WHY YOU MUST BE A SOUL WINNER
Dag Heward-Mills

REDEEMED FROM HELL!
Xulon Press I was translated into Hell and walked with Jesus as He took me through and He explained why people are in Hell today. I went into an airway tunnel and there is no way out and no turning back. I was taken to the lower bowels of Hell and around the: Lake of Fire.: Read on and know the
TRUTH while there is still time, so that the TRUTH can set you FREE. The Lord also allowed me to know what it is like to be ETERNALLY SEPARATED from Him. This is a SEVERE warning and endtime plea in this hour. The Lord loves you and it is NOT His desire that anyone perish, it is why His Son died for
you on the Cross.

HEAVEN AND HELL
A HISTORY OF THE AFTERLIFE
Simon and Schuster Over half of Americans believe in a literal heaven, in a literal hell. Most people who hold these beliefs are Christian and assume they are the age-old teachings of the Bible. Ehrman shows that eternal rewards and punishments are found nowhere in the Old Testament, and are not
what Jesus or his disciples taught. He recounts the long history of the afterlife, ranging from The Epic of Gilgamesh up to the writings of Augustine, focusing especially on the teachings of Jesus and his early followers. Ehrman shows that competing views were intimately connected with the social,
cultural, and historical worlds out of which they emerged. -- adapted from jacket
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GODLY GEMS
TO IMPACT YOUR LIFE
CFAN Publications From the dawn of recorded history, humans have traversed continents and faced great obstacles in search of wealth. Yet, ancient Israel’s King Solomon wrote, “Sell everything and buy Wisdom! Forage for Understanding! Above all and before all, do this: Get Wisdom!” (Proverbs 4:5 MSG). The greatest fortune on earth pales in comparison to godly wisdom. World-renowned Evangelist Bonnke has now collected into one book the insightful vignettes of wisdom from his more than 60-years of faith-ﬁlled ministry. Godly Gems oﬀers the reader clear, concise, and practical wisdom that
can be readily applied to life’s challenges. Godly Gems is the perfect book for anyone who wants to enrich themselves with true heavenly treasure!

THE SOUL OF THE APOSTOLATE
TAN Books The Soul of the Apostolate was the favorite book of Pope St. Pius X. This book shows how prayer is the soul of every apostolic work and is absolutely critical for apostolic success. Explores all the proved methods of developing and maintaining the interior life amid the bustle of daily activity.
This excellent book will help you to understand the economy of salvation, as well as the many dead-ends that we fallen creatures tend to follow. A critically important introduction to the spiritual life! This important book has been recommended by Pope St. Pius X and his successor, Pope Benedict XV.
Pope St. Pius X said, "If you desire that God should bless your apostolate and make it fruitful, undertake everything for His glory, saturate yourself and your devoted fellow-workers with the spirit of Jesus Christ, animating yourself and them with an intense interior life. To this end, I can oﬀer you no better
guide than The Soul of the Apostolate by Dom Chautard, Cistercian Abbot. I warmly recommend this book to you, as I value it very highly, and have myself made it my bedside book."

THE CONVERSION OF INDIA
FROM PANTAENUS TO THE PRESENT TIME, A.D. 193-1893
DEATH, JUDGEMENT, HEAVEN, AND HELL
Catholic University of America Press In this volume, canon lawyer and writer Edward Condon compiles a book full of wisdom and compelling insights. More than anything, the Fathers warn us that our life is short, and the reckoning for how we have lived it eternal. The urgency of the Church’s message,
brought to life in the sayings of the Fathers, comes to remind us of our true calling and inheritance in baptism, and of the richness of the heavenly reward, which is not so much the fruit of our eﬀorts on Earth but the fulﬁllment of God’s promise of love to us. The terror of hell is not the threat of the
dictator, but a dire warning of the true scope of our freedom as children of God.

THE SHADOW OF THE APOCALYPSE
WHEN ALL HELL BREAKS LOOSE
Penguin Paul Crouch, minister, television personality, and cofounder of Trinity Broadcasting Network, provides answers as he reveals shattering truths found in the hidden prophecies of the Bible. As the most overwhelming and frightening Last-Day prophecies are beginning to cast their shadows on an
unsuspecting world, Crouch oﬀers an opportunity to ﬁnd meaning in current world events and reminds us that everything ultimately leads to the Second Coming of Jesus Christ. Book jacket.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER YOU DIE
A BIBLICAL GUIDE TO PARADISE, HELL, AND LIFE AFTER DEATH
Thomas Nelson Popular pastor Randy Frazee answers perennial questions about life after death with an accessible exploration of what the Bible has to say on the subject. In both Christian and pop culture, there is a certain fascination with the afterlife. What happens after you die? What happens if you
die with Christ or without Christ? What happens when Jesus returns if you have or haven't accepted Christ? What exactly comes next? Randy Frazee, popular pastor of Oak Hills Church and general editor of the wildly successful Believe and The Story programs, answers these questions and more. Born
out of a deeply personal search for truth after the death of his mother, What Happens After You Die is a straightforward exploration of what the Bible says about life after death. From heaven and hell to the Lake of Fire and the actual presence of God, Frazee uncovers what is simply cultural tradition and
what is truly biblical. He shows readers not only the death Jesus came to save us from but the life he came to save us for. Based on a teaching series that has had more online views than any other series Frazee has done to date, What Happens After You Die is a guide to the perennial questions about
life and death, what comes next, and how we should live until then.

IS HELL FOR REAL?
The word Hell conjures up all kinds of nightmares in people's minds. But also presents a diﬃculty for many Christians. How can a God who the Bible says literally "is love" condemn anyone to an eternity of torment? Will punishment be eternal? Is Hell for real? In this short, accessible book, pastor and
author Erik Raymond reviews this important subject for everyone with pastoral warmth and biblical clarity.

THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
A DIVINE REVELATION OF SATAN'S DECEPTIONS
Whitaker House In 1976, Jesus took Mary K. Baxter on a spiritual journey for thirty nights to witness the torments of hell, charging her to reveal the terrible reality of God’s judgment and to relate the urgent message of salvation through Jesus Christ. Mary wrote about her journey to hell in her bestselling book A Divine Revelation of Hell, which has sold more than 1.3 million copies. After those thirty nights, Jesus told Mary, “I will close up your mind, and you will not remember some of the things I have shown and told you. But I will reopen your mind and bring back your understanding in the latter
days. Then I will open up your remembrance….” Recently, God has brought back to Mary’s remembrance many of those experiences because these revelations are particularly for our day. A Divine Revelation of Satan’s Deceptions contains new images of hell that Mary has not related in her other
books, as well as crucial insights into the deceptions Satan uses to destroy people and the tactics he employs to defeat believers. God has given His people anointings, gifts, and resources to build His kingdom that Satan has stolen and is holding captive in hell. This book reveals how we can use various
“keys to the kingdom” to restore these blessings and to destroy the powers of darkness. Our choice is between allowing Satan to deceive and rob us—or claiming our spiritual inheritance and conquering the enemy in the power of God.

A DIVINE REVELATION OF HEAVEN & HELL
In A Divine Revelation of Heaven, after thirty nights in which God gave her visions of the depths of hell and the punishments of the lost, Mary K. Baxter was shown for ten nights the glories of heaven--the home of redeemed souls. Included in this book are her depictions of heaven's gates, angels, music,
worship, storehouses of blessings, joyful heavenly citizens, four living creatures, and brilliant throne of God. Mary also describes heaven's perfect order and purpose, what happens to children, and much more. These breathtaking glimpses of heaven, interspersed with applicable Bible verses, will turn
your heart toward the beauty and joy that await every believer in Christ. In A Divine Revelation of Hell, over a period of thirty nights, God gave Mary K. Baxter visions of hell and commissioned her to tell people still alive on earth to reject sin and evil, and to choose life in Christ. Here is an account of the
place and beings of hell contrasted with the glories of heaven. Follow Mary in her supernatural journey as she enters with Jesus into a gateway to hell and encounters the sights, sounds, and smells of that dark place of torment, including its evil spirits, cells, pits, jaws, and heart. Be an eyewitness to the
various punishments of lost souls and hear their shocking stories. This book is a reminder that each of us needs to accept the miracle of salvation before it is too late--and to intercede for those who do not yet know Christ. Time is running out.
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SEVEN DAYS IN HEAVEN
Holy Fire Publishing During the 1994 Rwanda Genocide, Emmanuel was struck by shrapnel from a bomb that hit his neighbor's house, and he died. He narrates his journey to heaven and hell during his death experience. He speaks about the restoration and healing of his body which was decaying after
seven days of death. (Motivation)

LARRY MOYER'S HOW-TO BOOK ON PERSONAL EVANGELISM
Kregel Publications Drawing upon over twenty-ﬁve years of experience in evangelism, Larry Moyer introduces readers to ways in which they can share the Gospel with others clearly and conﬁdently.

JET RIDE TO HELL... JOURNEY TO FREEDOM
1,000 HAMBURGER DAYS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Arrested with a Stolen Jet David is a critically acclaimed author, speaker, and lead-pastor. His autobiography "Jet Ride to Hell, Journey to Freedom" tells of his incredible transformation story - one that exempliﬁes God's beautiful plan of redemption and grace.
David was a convicted felon, where he spent 20 years in federal prison for stealing multi-million dollar jet aircrafts for the Colombian drug cartel. However, a life's path that seemed to have stamped a one-way ticket to hell was dramatically changed by a mother's prayer and a faithful God. A riveting
storyline that includes a sting operation carried out by 20-armed federal agents on the tarmac of a South Florida runway, and the tales of a prisoner living inside America's maximum security prison, Leavenworth Penitentiary - this autobiography will captivate you from start to ﬁnish.

WAR IN THE HEAVENLIES
5 Fold Media, LLC It is the 21st century and the forces of heaven and hell are in a spiritual conﬂict that has escalated to an unbelievable frenzy. In the middle of this war stands a young man by the name of Micah: a mortal who's actions could help change the course of time. From a young age, Micah was
being carefully guarded by a host of angelic beings, led by an angel named Leb'abreck. Because of the divine plan God had set into motion for Micah's life, the enemy tried to destroy him from the very beginning. After being saved from a bad lifestyle, Micah is determined to see every person around
him have the same chance to accept Christ into their hearts. This angers the forces of evil, especially one of the ruling demons named Belee, who gathers the wicked forces to work overtime to demolish Micah's life. Will Micah be able to impact his community with all of hell's forces working against him?
Will he fail when faced with temptation? Journey with Micah as he ﬁnds true love and eternal destiny in the midst of the War in the Heavenlies.
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